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Sleepy pre-holiday action in U.S. equities and an unchanged VIX index last week.  Non-farm payrolls missed by a wide 

margin on Friday1, perhaps pushing out the Fed's timeline for tapering its bond purchases and providing some near-term 

support for equities.  With the VIX futures curve this steep (see chart below), a flat VIX index usually means decay lower 

in the price of VIX futures and a grind higher in positions like SVXY (ProShares Short VIX Short-Term Futures ETF +1.6% 

last week).  No substantial change in the VIX marketplace for now, so portfolios continue to be long beta (i.e., positively 

correlated with U.S. stock markets).   

   

 

 

 

 

Tactical Beta Strategy has drifted to 106% long exposure to the S&P 500®, no VIX.*      

 



 

 

Alpha Seeker Strategy remains positive beta via exposure to the S&P 500® and VIX exposures.**   

 

 



 

 

 

Disclosure 

Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. 
 
This information is provided for informational purposes only and does not involve the rendering of investment advice. 
This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy an interest in any investment fund, instrument or financial 
product, or for the provision of any investment management or advisory services. Recipients should not rely on this 
material in making any future investment decision. This Commentary should not be regarded as a complete analysis of 
the subjects discussed. Little Harbor Advisors, LLC (LHA) makes no representation that any strategy would be appropriate 
for any particular investor. All expressions of opinion reflect the current view of LHA as of the date of the original use of 
this information and are subject to change. While LHA uses reasonable efforts to obtain information from reliable 
sources, it makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of any information 
prepared by another party. There can be no assurance that either strategy will continue to hold the same positions or 
percentage of instruments described herein and each strategy may change any position at any time.   
 
*The Sample Account for the Tactical Beta Strategy (f/k/a U.S. Equity Smart Index strategy) is for the longest tenured 
account managed by Mike and Matt Thompson from November 1, 2016 through August 27, 2021. **The Sample Account 
for the Alpha Seeker Strategy consists of three accounts managed by Mike and Matt Thompson for portions of the time 
period between October 1, 2011 through August 27, 2021 to form one continuous Sample Account. Currently, at 
Thompson Capital Management LLC, the Thompsons manage a composite of separately managed accounts for each 
strategy which has used substantially the same investment objectives, policies, and principles while the Thompsons were 
at prior investment management firms. Mike and Matt Thompson, as employees of LHA, will implement the strategies 
for LHA clients. 
 
VIX is the ticker symbol for the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) Volatility Index, which shows the market’s 
expectation of 30-day volatility. References to the S&P 500® are to the Standard & Poor’s 500® Index (SPX) which is the 
market capitalization-weighted index of 500 leading companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy that does not 
include re-investment of dividends in the calculation of the index total return. 
 
1 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics report September 3, 2021. https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm 
 
 
 


